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Cassini Captures Ice
Queen Helene
(NASA/JPL) NASA’s Cassini spacecraft
has successfully completed its second-closest
encounter with Saturn’s icy moon Helene,
beaming
d o w n r aw
images of the
small moon.
At c l o s e s t
approach,
on June 18,
Cassini flew
within 4,330
miles (6,968
k i l o m e te r s )
of Helene’s
surface.
It
was
the
second closest
approach to
Helene of the
entire mission.
Cassini
passed from
Helene’s night
side to the
moon’s sunlit
side. It also captured images of the Saturnfacing side of the moon in sunlight, a region
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that was only illuminated by sunlight reflected
off Saturn the last time Cassini was close, in
March 2010. This flyby will enable scientists
to finish creating a global map of Helene, so
they can better understand the history of
impacts to the moon and gully-like features
seen on previous flybys.
The closest Helene encounter of the mission
took place on March 10, 2010, when Cassini
flew within 1,131 miles (1,820 kilometers)
of the moon.
The Cassini-Huygens mission is a cooperative
project of NASA, the European Space Agency
and the Italian Space Agency. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, a
division of
the California
Institute of
Technolog y
in Pasadena,
manages
the CassiniHuygens
mission
for NASA's
S c i e n c e
Mission
Directorate,
Washington.
The Cassini
orbiter and its
two onboard
cameras were
designed,
developed
and assembled
at JPL. The
imaging team is based at the Space Science
Institute in Boulder, Colo. f
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A Green Ring Nebula

(NASA/SSC) This glowing emerald nebula
seen by NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope is
reminiscent of the glowing ring wielded by the
superhero Green Lantern. In the comic books,
the diminutive Guardians of the Planet "Oa"
forged his power ring, but astronomers believe
rings like this
are actually
sculpted by the
powerful light
of giant "O"
stars. O stars
are the most
massive type
of star known
to exist.
NamedRCW
120, this region
of hot gas
and glowing
dust can be
found in the
murky clouds
encircled by
the tail of the
constellation
Scorpius. The
ring of dust
is actually
g low ing in
infrared colors
that our eyes cannot see, but show up brightly
when viewed by Spitzer's infrared detectors.
At the center of this ring are a couple of giant
stars whose intense ultraviolet light has carved
out the bubble, though they blend in with
other stars when viewed in infrared.
The green ring is where dust is being hit
by winds and intense light from the massive
stars. The green color represents infrared light
onOrbit is made available to all K-12

school libraries in Nevada thanks to the
generous contributions from: The Friends
of The Planetarium
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coming from tiny dust grains called polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons. These small grains
have been destroyed inside the bubble. The
red color inside the ring shows slightly larger,
hotter dust grains, heated by the massive stars.
This bubble is far from unique. Just as the
Guardians of "Oa" have selected many beings
to serve as Green Lanterns and patrol different
s e c to r s o f
space, Spitzer
h a s fo u n d
that such
bubbles are
common and
can be found
around O stars
throug hout
our Milky Way
galaxy. The
small objects
at the lower
right area of
the image may
themselves
b e similar
regions seen at
much greater
distances
a cross the
galaxy.
Rings like
this are so
common in
Spitzer's observations that astronomers have
even enlisted the help of the public to help
them find and catalog them all. Anyone
interested in joining the search as a citizen
scientist can visit "The Milky Way Project,"
part of the "Zooniverse" of public astronomy
projects, at http://www.milkywayproject.org/.
RCW 120 can be found slightly above the flat
plane of our galaxy, located toward the bottom
of the picture. The green haze seen here is the
diffuse glow of dust from the galactic plane.
This is a three-color composite that shows
infrared observations from two Spitzer
instruments. Blue represents 3.6-micron
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light and green shows light of 8 microns, both
captured by Spitzer's infrared array camera.
Red is 24-micron light detected by Spitzer's
multiband imaging photometer. f

Data from Mercury
Orbit Confirm
Theories, Offer
Surprises
(NASA/JPL) After nearly three months in
orbit about Mercury, MESSENGER’s payload
is providing a wealth of new information
about the planet closest to the Sun, as well as
a few surprises.
The spacecraft entered orbit around Mercury
on March 18, 2011, becoming the first spacecraft
ever to do so. Its instruments are performing
the first complete reconnaissance of the planet’s
geochemistry, geophysics, geologic history,
atmosphere, magnetosphere, and plasma
environment.
Tens of thousands of images of major
features on the planet, previously seen only
at comparatively low resolution, are now
available in sharp focus. Measurements of the
chemical composition of Mercury’s surface
are providing important clues to the origin
of the planet and its geological history. Maps
of the planet’s topography and magnetic field
are revealing new clues to Mercury’s interior
dynamical processes. And scientists now know
that bursts of energetic particles in Mercury’s
magnetosphere are a continuing product of
the interaction of Mercury’s magnetic field
with the solar wind.
“MESSENGER has passed a number of
milestones just this week,”offered MESSENGER
principal investigator Sean Solomon of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington. “We
completed our first perihelion passage from
orbit on Sunday, our first Mercury year in
orbit on Monday, our first superior solar
conjunction from orbit on Tuesday, and our
first orbit-correction maneuver on Wednesday.

The terminator of Mercury, shown here in
color, is the line between light and dark, or
day and night. On Mercury, three days are
equivalent to two years, or in other words,
the planet spins around its axis three times
for every two orbits around the Sun. The
first Mercury year of the MESSENGER mission ended on Monday, June 13, 2011. This
image was acquired as part of MDIS's color
base map. The color base map is composed
of WAC images taken through eight different
narrow-band color filters and will cover more
than 90% of Mercury's surface with an average
resolution of 1 kilometer/pixel (0.6 miles/pixel).
The highest-quality color images are obtained
for Mercury's surface when both the spacecraft
and the Sun are overhead, so these images
typically are taken with viewing conditions of
low incidence and emission angles.

Those milestones provide important context
to the continuing feast of new observations
that MESSENGER has been sending home on
nearly a daily basis.”
As part of MESSENGER’s global imaging
campaign, the Mercury Dual Imaging System
(MDIS) is acquiring global monochrome and
stereo base maps with an average resolution

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.lvastronomy.com/
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of 250 meters per pixel and a global color
base map at an average of 1.2 kilometer per
pixel. These base maps are providing the
first global look at the planet under optimal
viewing conditions.
Orbital images reveal broad expanses of
smooth plains near Mercury’s north pole.
Flyby images from MESSENGER and from
Mariner 10 in the 1970s indicated that smooth
plains may be important near the north
pole, but much of the territory was viewed
at unfavorable imaging conditions
MESSENGER’s new orbital images show
that the plains are likely among the largest
expanses of volcanic deposits on Mercury,
with thicknesses of up to several kilometers.
The broad expanses of plains confirm that
volcanism shaped much of Mercury’s crust
and continued through much of Mercury’s
history, despite an overall contractional stress
state that tended to inhibit the extrusion of
volcanic material onto the surface.
Among the fascinating features seen in
flyby images of Mercury were bright, patchy
deposits on some crater floors. Without
high-resolution images to obtain a closer
look, these features remained only a curiosity.
New targeted MDIS observations at up to 10
meters per pixel reveal these patchy deposits
to be clusters of rimless, irregular pits varying
in size from hundreds of meters to several
kilometers. These pits are often surrounded
by diffuse halos of higher-reflectance material,
and they are found associated with central
peaks, peak rings, and rims of craters.
“The etched appearance of these landforms is
unlike anything we’ve seen before on Mercury
or the Moon,” says Brett Denevi, a staff scientist

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/
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This WAC image provides an extraordinary
view of the crater Degas (pronounced duhGAH), named for the French Impressionistic
artist Edgar Degas. The crater's floor contains
cracks that formed as the pool of impact melt
cooled and shrank. The high-reflectance material on the walls and in the central portion of
the crater probably has a composition distinct
from that of the crater floor and surroundings.
The illumination conditions and down-slope
movement of eroded material exposing fresh
rock also contribute to the bright appearance.

at the Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory (APL) in Laurel, Md.,
and a member of the MESSENGER imaging
team. “We are still debating their origin, but
they appear to have a relatively young age and
may suggest a more abundant than expected
volatile component in Mercury’s crust.”
The X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS), one of two
instruments on MESSENGER designed to
measure the abundances of many key elements
on Mercury, has made several important
discoveries since the orbital mission began.
The magnesium/silicon, aluminum/silicon,
and calcium/silicon ratios averaged over large
areas of the planet’s surface show that, unlike
the surface of the Moon, Mercury’s surface is
not dominated by feldspar-rich rocks
XRS observations have also revealed
substantial amounts of sulfur at Mercury’s
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surface, lending support to prior suggestions
from ground-based telescopic spectral
observations that sulfide minerals are present.
This discovery suggests that the original
building blocks from which Mercury was
assembled may have been less oxidized than
those that formed the other terrestrial planets,
and it has potentially important implications
for understanding the nature of volcanism
on Mercury
MESSENGER’s Gamma-Ray and Neutron
Spectrometer has detected the decay of
radioactive isotopes of potassium and thorium
and has allowed a determination of the bulk
abundances of these elements. “The abundance
of potassium rules out some prior theories
for Mercury’s composition and origin,” says
Larry Nittler, a staff scientist at the Carnegie
Institution of Washington. “Moreover, the
inferred ratio of potassium to thorium is similar
to that of other terrestrial planets, suggesting
that Mercury is not highly depleted in volatiles,
contrary to some prior ideas about its origin.”
MESSENGER’s Mercury Laser Altimeter has
been systematically mapping the topography
of Mercury’s northern hemisphere. After more
than two million laser-ranging observations,
the planet’s large-scale shape and profiles of
geological features are both being revealed in
high detail. The north polar region of Mercury,
for instance, is a broad area of low elevations
The overall range in topographic heights
seen to date exceeds 9 kilometers.
Two decades ago, Earth-based radar images
showed that near both Mercury’s north and
south poles are deposits characterized by high
radar backscatter. These polar deposits are
thought to consist of water ice and perhaps
other ices preserved on the cold, permanently
shadowed floors of high-latitude impact craters.
MESSENGER’s altimeter is testing this idea
by measuring the floor depths of craters near
Mercury’s north pole. To date, the depths of
craters hosting polar deposits are consistent
with the idea that those deposits occupy areas
in permanent shadow.
The geometry of Mercury’s internal magnetic
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The top image shows an example of MESSENGER’s color base map imaging campaign,
which will collect global images acquired
through eight filters between wavelengths
of 430 and 1000 nm at an average resolution of 1.2 km/pixel. The northern plains are
seen here to be distinctive in color and thus
composition from the surrounding terrain.
The mosaicked images are shown with the
1000, 750, and 430 nm images in red, green,
and blue, respectively. The scene is centered
at 73° N, 300° E. In the bottom image, the
same scene is shown after the application of
a statistical method that highlights differences
among the eight color filters, making variations
in color and composition easier to discern.

field can potentially discriminate among
theories for how the field is generated. An
important finding is that Mercury’s magnetic
equator, determined on successive orbits as
the point where the direction of the internal
magnetic field is parallel to the spin axis of the
planet, is well north of the planet’s geographic
equator. The best-fitting internal dipole
magnetic field is located about 0.2 Mercury
radii, or 480 km, northward of the planet’s
center. The dynamo mechanism in Mercury’s
molten, metallic outer core responsible for
generating the planet’s magnetic field therefore
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The top figure shows a portion of a radar image of Mercury’s north polar region obtained
at the Arecibo Observatory. The bright features are polar deposits, areas of high radar
backscatter, thought to consist of water ice
and perhaps other ices preserved on the cold,
permanently shadowed floors of high-latitude
impact craters. The middle figure shows a
portion of a northern hemisphere mosaic of
Mercury's surface (500 m/pixel) on which the
top radar image has been superposed. The
prominent impact crater circled in red hosts an
area of polar deposits and was profiled several
times by MLA early in MESSENGER's science
mapping phase. The crater is 24 km in diameter. The bottom figure shows a topographic
contour map that was constructed from the
several MLA profiles that pass through and
near the crater circled in red. The color scale
at right is in km. Calculations show that the
topography of the crater is consistent with the
prediction that the southernmost portion of the
crater floor is in permanent shadow.
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has a strong north-south asymmetry.
As a result of this north-south asymmetry,
the geometry of magnetic field lines is different
in Mercury’s north and south polar regions.
In particular, the magnetic “polar cap” where
field lines are open to the interplanetary
medium is much larger near the south
pole. This geometry implies that the south
polar region is much more exposed than in
the north to charged particles heated and
accelerated by solar wind–magnetosphere
interactions. The impact of those charged
particles onto Mercury’s surface contributes
both to the generation of the planet’s tenuous
atmosphere and to the “space weathering” of
surface materials, both of which should have
a north-south asymmetry given the different
magnetic field configurations at the two poles.
One of the major discoveries made by Mariner
10 during the first of its three flybys of Mercury
in 1974 were bursts of energetic particles in
Mercury’s Earth-like magnetosphere. Four
bursts of particles were observed on that flyby,
so it was puzzling that no such strong events
were detected by MESSENGER during any of
its three flybys of the planet in 2008 and 2009.
With MESSENGER now in near-polar orbit
about Mercury, energetic events are being
seen almost like clockwork, says MESSENGER
Project Scientist Ralph McNutt, of APL.
“While varying in strength and distribution,
bursts of energetic electrons, with energies
from 10 kiloelectron volts (keV) to more than
200 keV, have been seen in most orbits since
orbit insertion,” McNutt says. “The Energetic
Particle Spectrometer has shown these events
to be electrons rather than energetic ions, and
to occur at moderate latitudes. The latitudinal
location is entirely consistent with the events
seen by Mariner 10.”
With Mercury’s smaller magnetosphere and
with the lack of a substantial atmosphere, both
the generation of these energetic electrons and
their distribution are different than at Earth.
One candidate mechanism for the generation
of these energetic electrons is the formation
of a “double layer,” a plasma structure with
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large electric fields along the local magnetic
field. Another is induction brought about by
rapid changes in the magnetic field, a process
that follows the principle used in generators
on Earth to produce electric power. Which of
these mechanisms, if either, predominates in
the acceleration of energetic electrons will be
the subject of study over the coming months.
“One mystery has been answered, only to be
replaced by another, but that is how science
works,” McNutt says. “In the coming months
as MESSENGER’s orbit swings around the
planet, we will be able to observe the overall
geometry of these events, providing yet more
clues to their production and interaction with
the planet.”
“We are assembling a global overview of the
nature and workings of Mercury for the first
time,” adds Solomon,“and many of our earlier
ideas are being cast aside as new observations
lead to new insights. Our primary mission
has another three more Mercury years to run,
and we can expect further surprises as our
solar system’s innermost planet reveals its
long-held secrets.” f

Spectacular Hubble
View of Centaurus A
(NASA/ESA/STScI) The NASA/ESA Hubble
Space Telescope has produced a close-up view
of the galaxy Centaurus A. Hubble’s out-ofthis-world location and world-class Wide
Field Camera 3 instrument reveal a dramatic
picture of a dynamic galaxy in flux.
Centaurus A, also known as NGC 5128, is
well known for its dramatic dusty lanes of
dark material. Hubble’s observations, using
its most advanced instrument, the Wide Field
Camera 3, are the most detailed ever made of
this galaxy. They have been combined here
in a multi-wavelength image that reveals
never-before-seen detail in the dusty portion
of the galaxy.
As well as features in the visible spectrum,
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The Astronomy
Store
The CSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday
The Astronomy Store features items for
sale that are of interest to the patrons of
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of novelties, toys and observing aids with
a space or astronomical theme. When
patrons obtain their tickets to planetarium
shows, they can also purchase a variety of
astronomically oriented items. Friends of
The Planetarium receive a 10% discount.
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this composite shows ultraviolet light from
young stars, and near-infrared light, which
lets us glimpse some of the detail otherwise
obscured by the dust.
The dark dust lane that crosses Centaurus A
does not show an absence of stars, but rather
a relative lack of starlight, as the opaque
clouds block the visible light from reaching us.
Hubble’s Wide Field Camera 3 has focused on
these dusty regions, which span from corner
to corner in this image. Wider views from
ground-based telescopes show this stripe
crossing the entire galaxy.
Interesting features such as the warped shape
of its disc of gas and dust hint that at some
point in the past, Centaurus A collided and
merged with another galaxy. The shockwaves
of this event caused hydrogen gas to coalesce
and sparked intense areas of star formation, as
seen in its outlying regions and in red patches
visible in this Hubble close-up.
The galaxy’s compact nucleus contains a
highly active supermassive black hole at its
center. Powerful relativistic jets release vast
amounts of radio and X-ray radiation, although
these are invisible here as Hubble’s instruments
are designed to study optical, ultraviolet and
infrared wavelengths.
At just over 11 million light-years distant,
Centaurus A is relatively nearby in astronomical
terms. However, it is not only close, it is also
bright. This makes it a very attractive target
for amateur astronomers in the southern
hemisphere, where it is visible. Stargazers
can see the galaxy through binoculars, while
larger amateur telescopes begin to unveil the
distinctive dusty lanes.
However it is only with the capabilities of
the Hubble Space Telescope that many of the
features in this image become visible: as well as
providing unparalleled clarity and resolution,
Hubble’s position in orbit means that it can
see ultraviolet wavelengths which are blocked
by the atmosphere and so invisible from the
ground. f
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New Supernova
Remnant Lights Up
(NASA/STScI/CfA) In 1987, light from
an exploding star in a neighboring galaxy,
the Large Magellanic Cloud, reached Earth.
Named Supernova 1987A, it was the closest
supernova explosion witnessed in almost
400 years, allowing astronomers to study it
in unprecedented detail as it evolves.
Recently a team of astronomers announced
that the supernova debris, which has faded
over the years, is brightening. This shows that
a different power source has begun to light
the debris, and marks the transition from a
supernova to a supernova remnant.
"Supernova 1987A has become the youngest
supernova remnant visible to us," said Robert
Kirshner of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics (CfA).
Kirshner leads a long-term study of SN
1987A with NASA's Hubble Space Telescope.
Since its launch in 1990, Hubble has provided a
continuous record of the changes in SN 1987A.
As shown in the accompanying image, SN
1987A is surrounded by a ring of material
that blew off the progenitor star thousands
of years before it exploded. The ring is about
one light-year (6 trillion miles) across. Inside
that ring, the "guts" of the star are rushing
outward in an expanding debris cloud.
Most of a supernova's light comes from
radioactive decay of elements created in the
explosion. As a result, it fades over time.
However, the debris from SN 1987A has begun
to brighten, suggesting that a new power
source is lighting it.
"It’s only possible to see this brightening
because SN 1987A is so close and Hubble has
such sharp vision," Kirshner said.
A supernova remnant consists of material
ejected from an exploding star, as well as the
interstellar material it sweeps up. The debris
of SN 1987A is beginning to impact the
surrounding ring, creating powerful shock
waves that generate X-rays observed with
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Be a Star in Our Sky
onOrbit is made possible, in part,
by donations from the Friends of The
Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend
by sending an annual donation of $25.00
or more (checks made payable to: CSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory. Those
X-rays are illuminating the supernova debris
and shock heating is making it glow. The
same process powers well-known supernova
remnants in our galaxy like Cassiopeia A.
Because it's so young, the remnant of SN
1987A still shows the history of the last few
thousand years of the star's life recorded in
the knots and whorls of gas. By studying it
further, astronomers may decode that history.
"Young supernova remnants have
personality," Kirshner agreed.
Eventually, that history will be lost when the
bulk of the expanding stellar debris hits the
surrounding ring and shreds it. Until then,
SN 1987A continues to offer an unprecedented
opportunity to watch a cosmic object change
over the course of a human lifetime. Few
other objects in the sky evolve on such short
time-scales.
This research appears in a paper in the June
9, 2011 issue of Nature. The first author is
Josefin Larsson (University of Stockholm).
Headquartered in Cambridge, Mass., the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
(CfA) is a joint collaboration between the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
and the Harvard College Observatory. CfA
scientists, organized into six research divisions,
study the origin, evolution and ultimate fate
of the universe. f
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Ocean-like Spray at
Saturn Moon
(NASA/JPL) NASA's Cassini spacecraft
has discovered the best evidence yet for a
large-scale saltwater reservoir beneath the icy
crust of Saturn's moon Enceladus. The data
came from the spacecraft's direct analysis of
salt-rich ice grains close to the jets ejected
from the moon.
Data from Cassini's cosmic dust analyzer
show the grains expelled from fissures,
known as tiger stripes, are relatively small
and predominantly low in salt far away from
the moon. But closer to the moon's surface,
Cassini found that relatively large grains
rich with sodium and potassium dominate
the plumes. The salt-rich particles have an
"ocean-like" composition and indicate that
most, if not all, of the expelled ice and water
vapor comes from the evaporation of liquid
salt water. The findings appear in a recent
issue of the journal Nature.
"There currently is no plausible way to
produce a steady outflow of salt-rich grains
from solid ice across all the tiger stripes other
than salt water under Enceladus's icy surface,"
said Frank Postberg, a Cassini team scientist
at the University of Heidelberg, Germany, and
the lead author on the paper. When water
freezes, the salt is squeezed out, leaving pure
water ice behind. If the plumes emanated from
ice, they should have very little salt in them.
The Cassini mission discovered Enceladus'
water-vapor and ice jets in 2005. In 2009,
scientists working with the cosmic dust
analyzer examined some sodium salts found
in ice grains of Saturn's E ring, the outermost
ring that gets its material primarily from
Enceladean jets. But the link to subsurface
salt water was not definitive.
The new paper analyzes three Enceladus flybys
in 2008 and 2009 with the same instrument,
focusing on the composition of freshly ejected
plume grains. The icy particles hit the detector
target at speeds between 15,000 and 39,000
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mph vaporizing instantly. Electrical fields
inside the cosmic dust analyzer separated
the various constituents of the impact cloud.
The data suggest a layer of water between
the moon's rocky core and its icy mantle,
possibly as deep as about 50 miles beneath
the surface. As this water washes against the
rocks, it dissolves salt compounds and rises
through fractures in the overlying ice to form
reserves nearer the surface. If the outermost
layer cracks open, the decrease in pressure
from these reserves to space causes a plume
to shoot out. Roughly 400 pounds of water
vapor is lost every second in the plumes, with
smaller amounts being lost as ice grains. The
team calculates the water reserves must have
large evaporating surfaces, or they would
freeze easily and stop the plumes.
"This finding is a crucial new piece of evidence
showing that environmental conditions
favorable to the emergence of life can be
sustained on icy bodies orbiting gas giant
planets," said Nicolas Altobelli, the European
Space Agency's project scientist for Cassini.
Cassini's ultraviolet imaging spectrograph
also recently obtained complementary results
that support the presence of a subsurface ocean.
A team of Cassini researchers led by Candice
Hansen of the Planetary Science Institute in
Tucson, Ariz., measured gas shooting out of
distinct jets originating in the moon's south
polar region at five to eight times the speed
of sound, several times faster than previously
measured. These observations of distinct jets,
from a 2010 flyby, are consistent with results
showing a difference in composition of ice
grains close to the moon's surface and those
that made it out to the E ring. That paper was
published in the June 9 issue of Geophysical
Research Letters.
"Without an orbiter like Cassini to fly close to
Saturn and its moons, to taste salt and feel the
bombardment of ice grains, scientists would
never have known how interesting these outer
solar system worlds are," said Linda Spilker,
NASA's Cassini project scientist at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. f
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Month in
History
September
1:

Pioneer 11 returned the first close
photographs of Saturn from a distance of
13,000 miles during it’s flyby mission in 1979.
3: Viking 2 successfully landed on Mars at
Utopia Planitia in 1976.
5: Voyager 1 was launched on its mission to
the outer planets in 1977.
8: Juan Sebastian del Cano completed the first
circumnavigation of the globe in 1522 on
a three year voyage begun by Ferdinand
Magellan who was killed in the Philippines
in 1521. Only one ship and 18 men of the
original compliment of five ships and 280
men completed the voyage. This trip also
discovered the need for the International
Dateline as the ship’s log recorded this date
as September 7.
8: Premiere of the original Star Trek, a favorite
of many space enthusiasts, in 1966.
11: The International Cometary Explorer
(ICE), previously known as International
Sun-Earth Explorer 3 (ISEE-3), became the
first craft to encounter a comet when it flew
by Comet Giacobini-Zinner in 1985 on its
way to Comet Halley. The environment
of the comet was sampled but no pictures
were returned as the craft had no camera.
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14: The Soviet craft Luna 2 became the first
craft to impact on another world when it
crashed on the moon in 1959.
18: Voyager 1 became the first craft to return a
photograph of the earth and moon together
in space in 1977. It was 1H weeks out on
its journey to Jupiter and Saturn.
18: Jean Foucault, who first demonstrated
the rotation of the earth with a pendulum,
was born in 1819.
20: Ferdinand Magellan set sail in 1519
from Spain on the journey that first
circumnavigated the globe. He was
searching for a southwest passage to Asia.
See September 8.
23: Johann Gottfried Galle became the first
person to knowingly observe the planet
Neptune in 1846. Working at the Berlin
Observatory, his sighting was based on a
position predicted by Urbain Leverrier.
Several earlier astronomers, including
Galileo, had observed Neptune without
recognizing it as a planet.
25: Christopher Columbus launched his second
expedition to the New World in 1493.
28: The first Canadian satellite, Alouette, was
launched on an American booster in 1962
from Cape Canaveral.
29: Vasco de Balboa, leading a band of 190
Spaniards, became the first European to
cross the Isthmus of Panama in 1513.
Balboa was the first European to observe
the western ocean which, because of its
apparent serenity at the time, he called the
Pacific Ocean. f

Give a Star
A popular service of The CSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication. Call
651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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Sky
Calendar

September

Dwarf Planets. (At mid-month - 15th)

Planet
Constellation
Transit Elev.
Pluto
Sagittarius
7:22 pm (35°)
Ceres
Cetus
1:08 am (37°)
Eris
Cetus
2:47 am (50°)
MakeMake Coma Berenices 1:41 pm (81°)
All times are Pacific Daylight Time. Rise and Haumea Boötes
2:49 pm (72°)
set times are for the astronomical horizon at
All Dwarf Planets require a telescope. Ceres
Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
is visible through most amateur telescopes.
Pluto usually requires a telescope of at least
12" diameter. Dwarf planets beyond the orbit
The Planets
of Neptune can also be referred to as Plutoids.
Mercury. Mercury is in the morning sky rising Eris ("EE-ris"), MakeMake (mah-keh-mahover an hour before the sun early in the keh) and Haumea, like most Plutoids, require a
month. Superior conjunction (far side of professional sized telescope. Transit times and
the sun) occurs on September 28. Greatest altitudes (from Las Vegas) are when the object
western elongation occurs on September 2. is at its highest in the southern sky. Each will
appear slightly lower in the sky from Reno. f
Venus. Venus is too close in direction to the
sun to be visible. Superior conjunction on
the far side of the sun occurred on August
The Moon
16. It will reappear in the evening sky in
Each day the moon rises about one hour
the Fall.
later than the day before. The New Moon (not
Mars. Mars, near the Gemini-Cancer border, visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
is visible in the morning sky before sunrise. and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
Look for Mars rising about four hours rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
before the sun.
and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
Jupiter. Jupiter, in Aries, rises in the late last quarter moon rises near midnight and
evening. Look for the waning gibbous moon sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
to rise just before Jupiter on September 15. closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
Saturn. Saturn, in Virgo, is low in the southwest
the average.
at sunset. Look for the waxing crescent
moon about 20° to the left of Saturn on
New Moon Aug. 28
8:04 pm pdt
the evening of September 1. By the end
First quarter Sep. 4 10:39 am
of the month, Saturn will be very difficult
Full Moon
Sep. 12
2:27 am
to observe. Conjunction on the far side of
Last quarter Sep. 20
6:39 am
the sun occurs on October 13.
New Moon Sep. 27
4:09 am
Uranus. Uranus, in Pisces, is in the sky
most of the night. Opposition occurs on
September 25.
Neptune. Neptune, in Aquarius, is visible in
the east as it rises before 6:00 pm by midmonth. Opposition occurred on August 22.

Perigee
Apogee
Perigee

Aug. 30
Sep. 14
Sep. 27

10:36 am pdt
11:24 pm
6:02 pm

There are no lunar or solar eclipses
easily visible from Nevada for the rest of
the year. f
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The Sun

Date
Sep. 1
Sep. 4
Sep. 7
Sep. 10
Sep. 13
Sep. 16
Sep. 19
Sep. 22
Sep. 25
Sep. 28
Sep. 30

Las Vegas

Sunrise
6:12 am pdt
6:14
6:17
6:19
6:21
6:24
6:26
6:28
6:31
6:33
6:35

Sunset
7:09 pm pdt
7:04
7:00
6:56
6:51
6:47
6:42
6:38
6:33
6:29
6:26

The Sun
Day
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Fri.

Date
Sep. 1
Sep. 4
Sep. 7
Sep. 10
Sep. 13
Sep. 16
Sep. 19
Sep. 22
Sep. 25
Sep. 28
Sep. 30

Autumnal Equinox
The Autumnal equinox will occur at 2:05
am pdt on September 23. This is the moment
that the sun, in its apparent motion around the
earth, crosses the celestial equator from north
to south. It marks the official beginning of Fall.
As the earth travels around the sun, the
direction to the sun constantly changes with
respect to the distant stars. This makes the
sun appear to travel around the earth. The
apparent annual path of the sun in the sky is
called the ecliptic. The ecliptic is the orbit
plane of the earth extended into space.
The apparent daily motion of the sky is
caused by the rotation of the earth. This
motion is parallel to the earth’s equator. The
equator, when extended into space is called
the celestial equator. Because the earth’s axis
is tilted with respect to its orbit, the celestial
equator is tilted 23H° to the ecliptic.
The yearly motion of the sun around the
ecliptic causes the daily path of the sun to vary.
When the sun is at its northernmost position
with respect to the equator, the sun rises in
the northeast, travels nearly overhead and sets
in the northwest. Days are long and nights
short. In Las Vegas, there are 14H hours of
daylight and 9H hours of dark. In Reno, there

Reno

Sunrise
6:27 am pdt
6:30
6:33
6:36
6:38
6:41
6:44
6:47
6:49
6:52
6:54

Sunset
7:30 pm pdt
7:26
7:21
7:16
7:11
7:06
7:01
6:57
6:52
6:47
6:44

Day
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Fri.

Winter

Spring

Fall

Summer

are 15 hours of daylight and 9 hours of dark.
When the sun is at its southernmost position
with respect to the equator, it rises in the
southeast, passes low in the south at noon
and sets in the southwest. Days are short and
nights long, reversing the times from Summer.
Twice a year, the sun appears exactly on
the equator. On or about March 21, the sun
appears to cross the equator from south to
north. On or about September 23, the sun
appears to cross the equator from north to
south. When it appears on the equator, the
sun rises exactly in the east and sets exactly
in the west. It is above the horizon for twelve
hours each day and below the horizon for
twelve hours everywhere on earth. Day and
night are equal in length. The term equinox
comes from the Latin and literally means
“equal night”. f

Now Playing
In Las Vegas

In Reno

Natural Selection

Hurricane on the
Bayou in Skydome 8/70TM
Cosmic Safari

Cowboy Astronomer
In My Backyard
Seasonal Stargazing
TM

all in Digistar 4

in SciDomeTM

Universe
in SciDomeTM

Seasonal Stargazing
The CSN Planetarium and The Fleischmann Planetarium are units of the
Nevada System of Higher Education.
CSN President: Dr. Michael Richards
UNR President: Dr. Mark Johnson, Interim
NSHE Chancellor: Daniel Klaich
NSHE Board of Regents: James Dean Levitt - Chair, Dr. Jason Geddes - Vice
Chair, Mark Alden, Dr. Andrea Anderson, Robert Blakely, William Cobb,
Cedric Crear, Dr. Mark Doubrava, Ronald Knecht, Kevin Melcher, Kevin Page,
Dr. Jack Lund Schofield, Michael Wixom.

Contact us at:
The Planetarium - S1A

Fleischmann Planetarium

College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030-4228

University of Nevada
1664 N. Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89557-0010

http://www.csn.edu/planetarium/

http://planetarium.unr.edu/

